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Abstract— Harmonics plays a major dispute in day to day life 

mainly in power systems. Harmonics is a multiple of 

fundamental frequency. Among various harmonic reduction 

technique such as line reactor, 12 pulse converters, 12 pulse 

distributors, etc., passive filter method has a considerable 

importance. The AC component from the rectified output is 

eliminated using a device called filter circuit. Passive filter 

circuit is a combination of Inductor (L) and Capacitor(C). The 

inductor and capacitor combination will suppress high AC 

frequency, when the AC component is reduced automatically 

the harmonics is also reduced. The main advantages of this 

method is, they do not devoir additional DC supply, they 

grasp large voltage, current and power and also passive filter 

cost is low. This method will reduce harmonics percentage in 

greater amount and so reduction of harmonics will improve 

power quality. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Harmonic quandaries are most concern in power systems. In 

day to day life it plays a major role. The potency quality 

quandary in daily life is mainly due to utilize of electronic 

contrivances such as amplifier, radio receiver, florescent 

lamp, etc. These electronic contrivances will reduce power 

quality by injecting harmonics in a system. They are 

nonlinear loads, thus due to their non-linearity their voltage 

wave get perturbed. The most critical areas are the perpetual 

process industry and the information technology 

accommodations. Harmonic pollution is mostly prevalent in 

low voltage side due to wide utilization of nonlinear loads 

(UPS, SMPS, Rectifier etc.), which is undesirable as it cause 

solemn voltage fluctuation and voltage dip in power system. 

So it required to eliminate undesirable current and voltage 

harmonics and to compensate the reactive power to 

ameliorate the performance and operation of the potency 

system. The passive power filter gives promising results 

when compared with conventional active filters. The Passive 

Filter method will reduce high frequency alternating current 

in AC circuit. 

In this paper, an ameliorated passive filter is 

proposed. In this filter, the ripple factor is directly 

proportional to the load resistance. Hence if we coalesce the 

inductor filter with the capacitor the ripple factor will become 

virtually independent of the load filter. It is withal kenned as 

inductor input filter or choke input filter. In this circuit choke 

is connected in series with the load. It offers high resistance 

to the AC component and sanctions DC component to 

permeate the load. The capacitor across the load is connected 

in parallel which filter out any AC component permeating the 

choke. In this way the ripples are rectified and a smooth DC 

is provided through the inverter from inverter it is given to 

the load.        

II. SIMULATION MODELLING WITHOUT FILTER 

 
Fig. 1: Simulation Modelling without Filter 

A. Description 

1) In FIG.1 simulation circuit rectifier, inverter and non 

linear load is present. 

2) Three phase supply frequency of 24kv,60hz          and 

10MVA is given to the connector and from the connector 

it is given to the rectifier which convert AC to DC current 

. 

3) The rectified DC ouput is given to the  inverter. The 

inverter will convert the current from AC to DC. Inverter 

is connected to the connector and then it is connected to 

the Asynchronous machine which is given as 0.5 

constant. The output of the machine is given to the scope. 

4) The output scope of rectifier, inverter, three phase input, 

and voltage of DC current is viewed separately. 

5) With out filter THD level is around 23%. Due to 

Presence of harmonic the load will face vibration, over 

heating, voltage and current unbalance. 

6) To avoid this we are connecting passive filter in the  

circuit. 

 
Fig. 2: Input & Output Wave Form 
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Fig. 3: Motor Performance 

III. SIMULATION MODELLING WITH FILTER 

 
Fig. 4: Simulation Modelling with Filter 

A. Description 

1) In Fig.4 same simulation circuit is proposed with the        

addition   of harmonic filter. 

2) Filter is used to suppress harmonic and improve power 

quality in electrical system. 

3) By adding this filter THD level is reduced from 23% to 

5%. 

4) The main advantage of this method is reduction of cost 

and greater amount of harmonic reduction. 

 
Fig. 5: Input & Output Waveform 

 

Fig. 6: Motor Performance 

IV. VOLTAGE DISTORTION LIMIT 

Bus voltage at PCC 

Individual 

Voltage 

Distortion (%) 

Total Voltage 

Distortion THD 

(%) 

69 kV and below 3.0 5.0 

69.001 kV through 

161 kV 
1.5 2.5 

161.001 kV and 

above 
1.0 1.5 

Table 1: 

1) The table shows that, when the bus voltage increases the 

total voltage distortion that is the total harmonic 

distortion level will decrease. 

2) Individual voltage distortion have lower percentage than 

THD. 

3) High voltage system can have up to 2.0% of THD 

V. CURRENT DISTORTION LIMIT 

Current harmonic limits vary higher order current harmonics    

A. Stricter Limit for Higher Order Harmonics 

 Even order current harmonics 

1) Stricter limit 25% of odd harmonics. 

 DC Offset   

1) Not allowed 

 
Fig.7 Current Distortion Limit 

VI. APPLICATION 

 Mostly used  in Industrial side 

 Used in nonlinear loads such as UPS, SMPS, motor 

drives 

 Power distribution side 

 It is also used in Domestic application where the some of 

the inductive loads such as florescent lamps are used. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

An improved Passive filter method has been successfully 

created. The proposed scheme can be used to reduce 

harmonics in greater percentage. This can be used in every 

industry and can be implemented in daily life due to its less 

cost and small size. The L and C filter can be designed 

according to the system performance. For higher rating 

machines, higher value of capacitor and inductor is designed. 

From the simulation analysis it can be found that the proposed 

Choke filter can provide higher output than expected. As the 

simulation analysis is done for the inductive load and found 

to provide the desired output, it can be reliably applied for 

various industrial applications.  
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